Abstract. We present VLBI observations at 5 GHz of 11 GHz Peaked Spectrum (GPS) or candidate GPS sources. Two of them belong to the complete sample defined by Stanghellini et al. (1998) (the GPS 1 Jy sample), while the others are selected from a heterogeneous list compiled by O'Dea et al. (1991) . Morphologies of the sources presented here are similar to those found in Stanghellini et al. (1997) and in the small Compact Steep Spectrum (CSS) sources studied by Dallacasa et al. (1995) .
Introduction
GPS radio sources have small sizes (< 500 pc) high radio luminosity (> 10 26 W Hz −1 ) and are characterized by a convex radio spectrum peaking around 1 GHz. The nature of these radio sources hosted by galaxies and quasars is still debated. They could be the early stages of powerful extended radio sources or they could be indefinitely confined to their small sizes by a high density medium which prevents the expansion of the jets and lobes outside the central region of the galaxy hosting the radio source. A review of the properties of these sources is given by O'Dea (1998) .
Due to the small sizes of GPS radio sources, radio observations at the milliarcsecond scale with VLBI techniques are necessary to reveal their morphology. The raSend offprint requests to: C. Stanghellini dio morphology is a critical piece of information necessary to our understanding of the nature of these sources (e.g., Wilkinson et al. 1994) . The sidedness -i.e., to what extent the sources are two sided (CSO) or one sided (corejet) -constrains the effects of Doppler boosting and is related to the Lorentz factor and orientation of the jets. The morphology (i.e., Fanaroff and Riley class I or II) provides clues to the transport of energy in the jets, e.g., transonic and non-relativistic or supersonic and relativistic, respectively. The extent to which the two sides of the source are similar/symmetric also constrains the interaction of the jet with the environment, i.e., does the jet remain well collimated or it is disrupted through interaction with dense gas? The morphology also provides constraints on how the sources may evolve (e.g., Readhead et al. 1996a,b; . In order to achieve this goal we have undertaken a VLBI study to observe the objects of the GPS 1 Jy sample (Stanghellini et al. 1998 ) and several of the GPS candidates listed by O'Dea et al. (1991 ) Stanghellini et al. (1997 present global VLBI 6 cm images of 9 radio sources of the GPS 1 Jy sample. Here we add 11 radio sources from the list of O'Dea et al. (1991) . Two of these objects are also included in the complete sample. Most of the sources presented here have never been previously observed before at this frequency.
In following papers in this series, images at other frequencies and a complete discussion of the results of our study will be given.
H 0 = 100 km s −1 Mpc −1 , and q 0 = 0.5 have been assumed throughout this paper.
Observations and results
The observations were carried out on 24 September 1989 with a global network of 11 antennas (Table 1) using the Mark 2 recording system (Clark 1973) . The data have been calibrated and imaged in AIPS using standard procedures (for details see Stanghellini et al. 1997) . The global array used for these observations spans a narrow range in latitude, thus the sources at low declination have a very elongated beam. In Figs. 1, 2, 3 we show the UV coverage for sources at declinations of 0, 23, and 60 degrees.
The list of the observed radio sources with basic information is shown in Table 2 . When the redshift was not directly available we estimated it using the magnitude- (1996) . The estimated redshifts are marked with an asterisk.
The parameters of the various components are shown in Table 3 as measured on the images. We report the Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) size derived from the Gaussian fits (task IMFIT in AIPS). An asterisk following the parameter indicates that the fit gave a very (3) and (4) major and minor axes (fitted Gaussian FWHM, a * indicates a rough estimate), (5) and (6) linear size derived from Cols. 3 and 4, (7) position angle, (8) total flux density of the component, (9) intrinsic brightness temperature neglecting relativistic effects, (10) minimum energy density, (11) equipartition magnetic field. The scale factor for each source is that given in Col. 5, • , the rms noise on the image is 1 mJy/beam, the contour levels here and in the following figures are −3, 3, 6, 12, 25, 50, 100, 200, 400, 1000, 2000, 4000 , 10000 times the rms noise, the peak flux density is 841 mJy/beam inaccurate value and must be considered just a rough estimate, otherwise we assume a 10% formal error.
Comments on individual sources
0039+230: a radio spectrum of this object is shown by Spoelstra et al. (1985) . Our image shows a dominant component with emission extending in the NE direction and possible emission extending also towards the west (Fig. 4) . 0457+024: this object belongs to the complete sample defined in Stanghellini et al. (1998) where the radio spectrum is presented. The VLBI image shows complex structure with 2 main blended components plus 2 or 3 weaker ones in the EW direction, and a component located NW of the main two (Fig. 5) . 0646+600 This quasar is rather intriguing as Akujor et al. (1996) find an apparent contraction in its double radio structure. Their first epoch image at 6 cm is very close in time (1989.79) to the epoch of our observations (1989.73). Except for a third component which Akujor at al. claim to see which is not clearly visible in our image, our results are in agreement. The fitted sizes for the 2 main components are in agreement and we also find a separation of 3 mas between the two peaks. In Fig. 6 we show the image from our data. The weak features labeled as C and D are real (although they resemble residual errors of the hybrid mapping procedure) because they are present in • , the rms noise on the image is 0.5 mJy/beam, the peak flux density is 338 mJy/beam the same position in the 5 GHz image shown by Xu et al. (1995) .
1045+019: the VLA radio data presented by Stanghellini et al. (1990) show a rather flat spectrum and the presence of significant extended emission, making it unlikely : the restoring beam is 3.9 × 2.6 mas in PA −12
• , the rms noise on the image is 1.2 mJy/beam, the peak flux density is 382 mJy/beam that this source is really a GPS sources. The VLBI image presented here has a single component (Fig. 7) . 1100+223: the radio spectrum is presented by O'Dea et al. (1990a) . Our VLBI image shows a single dominant component and a hint of emission towards the east (Fig. 8) . • , the rms noise on the image is 1.3 mJy/beam, the peak flux density is 616 mJy/beam 1543+005: the radio spectrum presented by Stanghellini et al. (1998) does not show evidence of a clear turnover down to a frequency of 365 MHz, suggesting that this object is better classified as a CSS radio source. The VLBI image has a dominant component and emission extending to both sides (Fig. 9) . 1732+094: a radio spectrum of this object is shown by Spoelstra et al. (1985) . The radio image presented here shows two similar barely resolved components separated by 15 mas (Fig. 10) . 2008−068: this is the second of the 11 sources presented here which belongs to the complete sample defined in Stanghellini et al. (1998) . The total radio spectrum is also shown in that article. The VLBI image shows two components separated by 25 mas and a candidate core close to the strongest one (Fig. 11) . 2015+657: the radio spectrum for this candidate GPS radio source is shown by Spoelstra et al. (1985) . Our VLBI image shows a single component (Fig. 12) . The hint of emission to the west is likely an artifact not removed by the hybrid mapping procedure. A VLBI image at 6 cm is also shown by Taylor et al. (1994) . Their more sensitive observations reveal a core-jet morphology with a weak jet pointing from the dominant component towards the NW direction. 2149+056 The GPS radio spectrum is presented by Stanghellini et al. (1998) . The VLBI image shows a possible core-jet morphology pointing towards the west (Fig. 13) . • , the rms noise on the image is 0.6 mJy/beam, the peak flux density is 545 mJy/beam morphology pointing in the north-east direction (Fig. 14) .
The sources observed here exhibit the same morphologies already seen in GPS radio sources, i.e., some have a compact symmetric morphology while others have a corejet morphology. Stanghellini et al. (1996) on the basis of the morphological information available in literature for the GPS 1 Jy sample find that GPS quasars have preferentially corejet or complex morphology and GPS galaxies tend to be CSO. The objects presented here (excluding 1045+019 and 1543+005 which are not genuine GPS sources) reinforce this evidence as all the quasars and the stellar object have complex or core-jet morphology and 2 of the 3 GPS galaxies seem to have a symmetric structure. In Fig. 15 we update the histogram of the morphology versus the optical identification presented by Stanghellini et al. (1996) with the new morphological classifications proposed here for 2 objects of the complete sample.
The morphological differences observed between GPS galaxies and quasar may be interpreted in terms of a unification scheme where GPS quasars are the GPS galaxies seen along the jet axis. A problem for this interpretation is the very different redshift distributions for GPS galaxies and quasars (O'Dea et al. 1991; Stanghellini et al. 1998; Snellen 1997) . Thus, the relationship between GPS galaxies and quasars needs to be studied further, taking into consideration radio variability, polarization, spectral shape (cf. Snellen et al. 1998) , etc., which are the Fig. 14. 2153−119: the restoring beam is 10 × 0.9 mas in PA −11
• , the rms noise on the image is 1.2 mJy/beam, the peak flux density is 163 mJy/beam topics of another study in this series of papers (Stanghellini et al. 1998) . The strong link between GPS galaxy identification and CSO radio structure indicates that symmetric radio structure is a fundamental property of the GPS radio galaxies.
We note that most of the morphological classifications proposed here are tentative and based on their appearance in a VLBI image at a single frequency. However, we are not able to reliably classify a source as having structure on both sides of the core until we can locate the core with some confidence. Observations at another frequency can provide the spectral information which is necessary to identify the different components, possibly locate the core, and then confirm our classifications for the resolved sources (see e.g., Taylor et al. 1996) . Higher resolution observations are instead necessary to reveal more details in the unresolved or barely resolved objects.
